
Advanced Workshops

Building Capacity for Implementation Support from within Your Classroom, School, and District

Advanced Educator Attendee Advanced Leadership Attendee

Join us for our Advanced Educator Workshop if you 
are a Carnegie Learning lead teacher with at least one 
year of experience using Carnegie Learning materials.  
This intensive, capacity building workshop features an 
extended workshop as well as engaging keynotes and will 
prepare teachers to support their colleagues in the day-
to-day implementation of Carnegie Learning resources.  
Prerequisites include at least one year’s experience with 
Carnegie Learning curricula and completion of pre-work 
assignments.

Join us for our Advanced Leadership Workshop if you 
are a building or district mathematics leader supporting 
a Carnegie Learning implementation.  This intensive, 
capacity building workshop features an extended 
workshop as well as engaging keynotes and will enable 
building and district-level participants to grow in their 
role as an instructional leader.  Participants will gain 
resources and tools to assist in the monitoring and 
support of the Carnegie Learning implementation.  
Workshop participants will be asked to complete pre-
work prior to attending.

ADVANCED EDUCATORS WILL …
• Experience and understand how Carnegie Learning 

Math Solutions support an effective mathematics 
classroom.

• Research and analyze best practices in teaching 
and learning mathematics in order to better utilize 
Carnegie Learning resources.

• Network and develop relationships with other 
Advanced Educators to create a deeper learning 
experience throughout the Institute.

• Reflect on and revise implementation goals based on 
information learned each day.

• Have opportunities to:
• “Ask the Expert” in a small group setting.
• Troubleshoot with peers and master 

practitioners.
• Choose an individualized pathway to personalize 

learning during general sessions.

ADVANCED LEADERS WILL …
• Experience and understand how Carnegie Learning 

Math Solutions support an effective mathematics 
classroom.

• Research and analyze best practices in teaching 
and learning mathematics and obtain strategies for 
effectively implementing best practices within their 
scope of influence.

• Network and develop relationships with other leaders 
to create a deeper learning experience throughout 
the Institute. 

• Explore the instructional coaching cycle to improve 
classroom instruction and advance instructional 
practices.

• Have opportunities to:
• “Ask the Experts” in a small group setting.
• Choose an individualized pathway to personalize 

learning during general sessions.
• Troubleshoot with peers and master practitioners.
• Reflect on and revise implementation goals based 

on information learned each day.

Please Note: These workshops begin one day prior to the Institute opening.  
There is an optional feedback session at the end of these workshops in which Carnegie Learning experts will provide 
constructive input on an individual basis to increase understanding of Carnegie Learning’s implementation best 
practices. Participants are encouraged, but not required to attend.


